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Protesters Block Traffic at O’Hare International Airport
and the Golden Gate Bridge

KPIX CBS News/YouTube

Protesters calling for a cease-fire in Gaza
blocked traffic at Chicago’s O’Hare
International Airport and San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Bridge this morning.

Standing in front of hundreds of blocked
vehicles, protesters were seen holding
banners with the messages “STOP THE
WORLD FOR GAZA” and “END THE SIEGE
ON GAZA NOW!”

In a post on Instagram, “a15actions,” the
pro-Palestinian group promoting worldwide
protests today, stated:

“�HAPPENING NOW� Chicagoans are
BLOCKING the ENTRANCE to O’Hare
International Airport, barring flyers
from accessing Terminals 1-3. On this
Tax Day, when millions are paying
taxes which fund the ongoing U.S and
Israeli bombardment of Gaza,
protestors seek to take dramatic
action, alongside other @a15actions
organizers worldwide. O’Hare
International Airport is one of the
largest in the country, and there will
be NO business as usual while
Palestinians suffer at the hands of
American funded bombing by Israel.”

JUST IN: All outbound lanes on Kennedy Expressway at O'Hare International Airport in
Chicago have been blocked by pro-Palestine protesters.

People were seen getting out of their cars and making the long walk to the terminal so they
didn’t miss their flights.

“Vehicular travel… pic.twitter.com/8v58KRCY7N

— Collin Rugg (@CollinRugg) April 15, 2024

https://t.co/8v58KRCY7N
https://twitter.com/CollinRugg/status/1779882298768494635?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
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